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Supervisor: Dr. Laurel Shire, Histor and American Studies
Hello all! M name is Michaela Yarmol-Matusiak and I am a second ear American
Studies student. This summer I had the privilege of receiving an undergraduate research grant
and working with the wonderful Dr. Laurel Shire. In this blog post, I will be sharing the
process and output of the research projects I completed. Below ou will find descriptions and
sample screenshots from the projects I worked on

enjo !

The majorit of m work focused on supporting Professor Shire s research b
compiling social histor information on women and their lives in 19th centur Baltimore. Dr.
Shire is presentl researching the life and work of Mar Young Pickersgill (the woman who
sewed the first American flag) and the women who lived and worked in her household. Her
upcoming monograph will be titled The Women at 44 Queen Street: Gender and Labor in
Earl Baltimore and will explore the histor of women, class, labour, and race in earl
America. To assist in this project I collected and compiled 19th-centur census data from US
Social Explorer and transcribed and organi ed historical directories. The work and
information from m research will be used b Dr. Shire to provide context about how women
lived and worked in the 1800s in the port cit .
First, I want to talk about the process of taking the 1858-59 Baltimore Woods
Director from a scanned, archival pdf to a spreadsheet of all identified women, their
dwellings, and listed occupations. With the power of OCR, or photo to text recognition
software, we were able to get the director to the format of a 1000 page Word document.
From there, Dr. Shire provided me with examples of the work she had completed on the 1812
and 1831 Baltimore directories and gave me directions to begin. For each and ever letter of
the alphabet, I looked line b line and highlighted an name that designated a woman. An
names I was unsure of were labelled with a ? and logged in an wa s. To make sure we
could sort the document and filter out the women at a later point, labels were placed at the
beginning of each line denoting a w for White women and bw for Black women. It is
important to understand that in 1858 individuals were separated in the director b their
racial categories, with the Colored individuals listed in the back pages (see Graphic 1).
Though this is not a positive feature of American societ , present-da historians like Dr. Shire
can track changes in spatial and occupational segregation in the 1800s.
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To process the names, I separated the information with commas so that I could input
the information using comma delineation and PowerQuer when I had finished. This
detailed-oriented process took around 6-8 weeks. At ever single step, I would finish and
clean the data, that is to sa , filter out an of m mistakes and compare the text-recognition
Word document to the original scanned Director . In total, I had around 30 separate
documents that were transferred via PowerQuer on a PC.
In terms of output, I compiled the information about the women represented in the
1812, 1831, and 1858 directories all into one Excel workbook. From there, I sorted, colour
coded, and counted all of the listed occupations. In Graphic 2 below ou will see a couple of
the graphs I created that help in picturing what women in 19th centur Baltimore did for
work and how that changed over the centur . I have also included step b step images of m
sorting process. Though this was a time-consuming task, it was extremel rewarding to finish
all of the sections and discover more about women and the diverse roles the took on in the
booming port cit .
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In addition to the work I completed on directories, I also collected 100 ears of census
data from 1790 to 1890, found on the fascinating US Social Explorer. Available through
Western Libraries, Social Explorer is a useful database to access current and historical social
data. Over the course of a week, I collected specific information from each decennial census
and transferred the CSV files into a workbook. It was critical that I found sex, race, and
age-based data for Baltimore Count , Mar land, and the US as we wanted to know how
man women there were, their ages, and their racial categor and how Baltimore differed
from the rest of the state and countr . Looking at the graphs in the appendices of Dr. Shire s
book The Threshold of Manifest Destin Gender and National Expansion in Florida I created
population, age, and sex-based graphs that compared trends in the groups of White women,
Free Black women, and Enslaved Black women. Examples of these graphs are listed below in
Graphic 3. Though the historical censuses were not perfect or consistentl accurate b an
means, the data I worked to collect helps to build context and to understand the general trends
occurring in societ at the time. With the director and census information, the work I
completed contributes to building context for Dr. Shire s book.
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M other main task was to assist in the creation of an alumni network for the Histor
Department at Western. A flourishing alumni network can connect a wide variet of
individuals and provide a valuable resource for former and current students. An important
building block in creating such a network is the collection of data such as contact information
and current emplo ment. To kickstart m work I was given the names and base information
about all students who had completed a PhD or Masters in the Histor Department in the past
20 ears at Western. For PhD graduates, I began in the ear 2000 and worked forwards from
there to compile present emplo ment information, prior education, and advisors and readers.
Additionall , I searched the Electronic Thesis Depositor and included dissertation titles,
speciali ations, eras, and abstracts where available. For Masters graduates, I also began in the
2000 ear but focused m findings on locating current emplo ment and contact information.
Most of the data collection came through internet searching, LinkedIn, and existing
information listed about alumni on Western webpages. The result of this task, as shown in the
screenshots, are multiple searchable spreadsheets available for Dr. Shire to present to current
histor students.
Though not strictl historical research, I found this project fascinating as I was able to
see the variet of paths and roads that can be taken with a degree in histor (spoiler alert...the
options are endless!). Man of the alumni presentl work in some academic capacit as
instructors or professors but numerous individuals work as archivists, polic anal sts,
curators, consultants, law ers etc. As an undergraduate student, m e es were opened to the
plethora of possibilities that a graduate and/or post-graduate education could offer. Knowing
that the data I collected will be used b Dr. Shire to help guide other students who are
enrolled in Western s Histor Department encouraged me to gather as detailed and succinct
information as I could.
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